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Introduction

Ying Zhu, Michael Keane, and Ruoyun Bai

In the decade prior to China joining the World Trade Organization in December 2001, Chinese television producers began to measure success and failure, not so much from a political yardstick, but in comparison to market expectations. Foreign programs were feeding into the system, finding enthusiastic audiences, and challenging the style of local production. By 2001, moreover, the technological possibilities of the medium were becoming increasingly evident. Digital channels, multi-platform programming, new formats, niche channels and short message service (SMS) interactivity were creating new demands for more programming and greater variety. However, despite an increase in formats and genres — including reality TV, quiz, and game shows — drama has retained pre-eminence in viewing schedules. Research estimates that the “Chinese viewer” watches an average of fifty-two minutes of television drama per day — a diet constituting more than 30 percent of overall television consumption. The status of television drama is reflected in advertising: in 2002, 90 percent of all revenue from television advertising came from television drama. Although drama’s domination of advertising is now challenged by reality and “factual” television formats, drama production remains central to the viability of China’s large but fragmented television industry.
Chinese Television Drama as a Research Topic

The pre-eminence of TV drama consumption in China contrasts sharply with the scant academic attention accorded Chinese TV drama. Aside from a few studies of the distribution of Chinese videos in diaspora markets, and occasional book chapters and journal articles — many of which refer to television serial drama either within the context of social reforms or as cultural discourse and anthropological text — we know very little about Chinese television drama as a distinctive narrative form within the parameters of political economy and its role in sustaining Chinese television as a cultural institution.2

Some recent scholarship has begun the task of providing formal analysis — in this instance, the historical dramatic text — both from a comparative perspective and by examining this genre’s role in cultivating Chinese prime-time drama as an economically viable and culturally significant enterprise.3 Overall, though, the production and consumption of television drama in China has received only passing attention in the English-speaking academy.

The institutional and cultural contexts of television dramas, their narrative and stylistic intricacies, and the complex relationships between popular dramatic programs and their viewers have been at the center of television research in the West since the mid-1970s. Ethnographic studies have chronicled the different receptions of *Dallas* and *Dynasty* in Europe and the Middle East.4 Television serials from the United States, United Kingdom, Australia, Brazil, Mexico, and Venezuela have likewise attracted academic scrutiny.5 Writers have further redefined drama within the hybrid forms of docu-soap, factual television, and *téléroman*.6 In the past few years, however, the focus of attention has begun to recognize the importance of TV drama in East Asia. In 2004, the first critical anthology concerning Japanese drama appeared; this contribution to the field examined “trendy dramas,” arguing that they extended the nature of Japanese cultural power and influence in the East Asian region.7

The first international publication dedicated to Chinese television drama was an edited volume, *Television Drama: Chinese and US Perspectives* by Chunjin Qu and Ying Zhu.8 Published in Chinese in 2005, with contributions from leading television scholars in China and the United States, this collection of essays approached television drama as a narrative form, as social discourse and as a tradeable cultural commodity. In addition, the volume adopted a comparative framework that foregrounded similarities and differences between both TV drama, and the study of TV drama, in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the United States. The limited scope of this volume,
however, left little room for the discussion of the circulation of East Asia trans-border dramas from Japan, Hong Kong, Korea, and Taiwan; fashion and fads of particular genres against the backdrop of a Chinese television industry in transition; and the continued exploration of TV drama’s storytelling and discourse-generating functions during an era of unprecedented social, cultural, and economic reform.9

Chinese TV Drama as a Narrative Form

The lack of research on Chinese television serial drama is even more conspicuous considering the extensive literature on Chinese cinema. Writers have examined its ontology, the nature of authorship, generic conventions, and expectations in relation to Hollywood films, its particular stylistic traits, and ideological interpretations of texts. Such issues also pertain to our study of Chinese television drama as a distinctive narrative form, especially since Chinese TV drama has replaced Chinese cinema as the number one myth-making engine in popular culture. Despite this repositioning, Chinese television drama draws many of its codes, conventions, and narrative strategies from cinema. Indeed, many popular prime-time dramas are being made by prominent film directors and feature well-known movie stars. The cross-fertilization between Chinese film and television practitioners and critics/scholars is unprecedented due to reforms in media production that allow filmmakers to moonlight in TV and vice versa.

The close relationship between Chinese film and television, however, should not elide the specificity of television as a powerful story-telling medium and mode of address. Film criticism took the individual, autonomous cinematic text as its primary object of study — a practice that conforms to the economic logic of commercial cinema, wherein each individual pays to see a given feature film at a particular time and place. Yet the mode of viewer engagement with television and the economic logic of commercial broadcasting are different. In the West since the 1960s, and in China since the early 1990s, television has rarely organized dramatic programming in terms of a series of anthology dramas. Rather, the emblematic narrative form of television drama has been the episodic series of hour-long or half-hour programs featuring the same cast, setting, and dramatic tension; or the serial form, which develops multiple narrative lines across multiple episodes that might be broadcast over a period of time — long or short.

In both variations, however, the fundamental plan is to establish continuity. In the television series, continuity is maintained through building
familiarity with characters and their relationship to the environment, sometimes a domestic setting, at other times a hospital or a police station. In the second context — and this is more relevant to China — there is a strong sense of seriality that resonates with popular story-telling traditions, great tales of adventure and intrigue such as *The Dream of the Red Chamber* (*Honglou meng*, 1986), *The Water Margin* (*Shuihu zhuan*, 1998), and *The Romance of the Three Kingdoms* (*Sanguo yanyi*, 1994), to name a few. This organization of television drama as a recurrent set of multiple “moments” of textual presentation and audience engagement over periods of time has challenged television scholars to develop new analytical strategies for dealing with the unique textuality of television.

Television drama in China has developed in tandem with social reforms, embracing international ideas as well as celebrating tradition. In May 1958, Beijing Television broadcast the first Chinese television drama, a single-act play transposed to the small screen. *A Mouthful of Vegetable Pancake* (*Yikou caibingzi*) symbolized the television’s role as a new technology of political education. While television was initially a curiosity confined to the larger cities, the Chinese TV audience immediately saw itself reflected as the new subject of TV drama; its members constituted an imagined community seemingly on the verge of creating the great society; their story was now available for domestic consumption. Compared with today’s multi-vocal dramas, this first teleplay was basic propaganda. At the time, however, it was a narrative close to people’s lives. The elder sister of a peasant family chides her younger sister for sharing food with a dog, telling her of an earlier time when they were younger, before the Communist triumph of 1949. The second daughter had asked a landlord for help, only to be set upon by his dogs. Returning home, the only food available was a single vegetable pancake, which the girls’ widowed mother refused to eat, insisting that the younger sister should have it. In keeping with the Communist Party’s development goals at the time, this was a lesson about frugality and class struggle.

From 1958 until 1966, Beijing Television and newly established stations in Shanghai, Guangzhou, Tianjin, Xi’an, Wuhan, and Changchun broadcast almost two hundred television dramas. Beijing Television alone originated ninety of these dramas. Writers moved from stage plays to television plays. The first serial drama (*lianxuju*) appeared on Chinese television screens in February 1981, a time when overseas serials were finding their way into viewing schedules in China. *Eighteen Years in the Enemy Camp* (*Diying shiba nian*) was a nine-episode action-thriller serial produced by the national broadcaster. It failed to win over the local audience. According to critics, this failure was not due to audience unfamiliarity with the serial form —
viewers already had tasted overseas dramas — but its rather clumsy attempt to imitate the overseas action genre. The stimulation for the TV serial format in Mainland China needs to be understood therefore in the context of successful imported dramas, such as *A Doubtful Blood Type* (*Xueyi*: Japan 1980), *Huo Yuanjia* (Hong Kong 1982), *Stars Know My Heart* (*Xingxing zhi woxin*, Taiwan 1988), *Last Night’s Stars* (*Zuoye xingchen*, Taiwan 1988), *Isaura the Slave* (*Nünu*, Brazil 1984), *Slander* (*Feibang*, Mexico 1985) and *Frustration* (*Kanke*, Mexico 1986).

Sensing a need to reward local quality, the National Association of Television Drama, in conjunction with the Ministry of Radio and Television (hereafter, MRFT, predecessor of the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television, or SARFT), instituted an annual award ceremony for outstanding television drama in 1982. By the third award ceremony, this had been proclaimed as the Feitian award. Nevertheless, there were already some indications of China’s competitive advantage within Asia. In 1982, Shandong Television produced a highly acclaimed adaptation of the popular classic *The Water Margin* (*Shuihu zhuan*), stimulating television dramas based on popular legends. In 1986, a rendition of the Qing classic *The Dream of the Red Chamber* (*Hongloumeng*) was followed a year later by a dramatization of the popular tale *Journey to the West* (*Xiyouji, 1987*).

During the 1980s, narratives of social change were the dominant themes. By the turn of the decade, however, the focus had turned from social injustices toward the more secular concerns of living in an increasingly competitive and less egalitarian society. Unsurprisingly, in the context of China’s political struggles, there was a steady supply of historical dramas (*lishitícái*), dealing with epic themes and the lives of great leaders and patriots. During the 1980s and 1990s, such depictions were required to maintain an adherence to official historiography. However, other genres emerged as a result of social and economic reforms, expressing social conflicts. This social commentary category bore the weight of China’s social reform agenda. An important and well-documented example of this category was the 1986 serial *New Star* (*Xin xing*), about cadre politics.

These kinds of productions are sometimes referred to as realist drama. In the sense that they reflect social change in the tradition of socialist realism, Chinese television critics have made use of a musical term, the “main melody” (*zhuxuanlì*). The main melody is a synthesis of theme and CCP ideology. The official slogan, “propagate the main melody and uphold diversity,” was formulated at the 1987 National Conference for Cinematic Production and promptly taken up by propaganda and cultural departments, as well as by the literary establishment and television producers. In the 1980s and 1990s, those
serials that “upheld” the main melody had more success in winning the coveted feitian award.

The early 1990s witnessed a short-lived period of innovation. The commercial impetus that coincided with the reduction of state funds for the media unleashed a wave of new money in television and film, often from multiple sources: non-media organizations, advertising companies, personal loans, and guanxi networks (personal contacts and favors). Themes of authority emerged, highlighting class reversals in the new society in which people could prosper. The power of the home-grown television serial to stop a nation was demonstrated in 1990. Guangdong Television’s Public Relations Girls (Gongguan xiaojie) beat out even its Hong Kong competitors, peaking with a market share of 90 percent. In the same year, the Beijing Television Arts Center’s Yearning (Kewang) created an unprecedented response (see Chapter 5, this volume). This fifty-episode serial was conceived by a group of writers including novelists Zheng Wanlong and Wang Shuo, script editor Li Xiaoming and Beijing Television Arts Center director Chen Changben. The impetus for this production reportedly came from the success in China of the Japanese drama Oshin.

Following the broadcast of Yearning, Li Ruihuan, the Politburo member responsible for culture and ideology, praised the serial for providing a new model of social relations which represented “socialist ethics and morals.” Li’s commendation was subsequently taken up by Ai Zhisheng, the Minister for Radio, Film and Television at the time, who asserted that the success was due to the producers having an awareness of the needs of Chinese viewers. With Yearning receiving official endorsement and attention from overseas Chinese, television drama began to attract a new kind of critical attention. In 1991, The Enlightenment Daily (Guangming Ribao), China’s “intellectual” newspaper, published The Shock Wave of Yearning (Kewang chongjibo), which contained forty-seven articles about the serial as well as interviews with the producers and writers, letters from viewers, and comments from officials. In a forum held in 1993 to discuss the effect of the new popular dramas on the established morality of audiences, Lu Xiaowei, the director of Yearning, was direct about the educative role of television drama:

What kind of thing is it that can put bums on seats? It’s something that doesn’t need a lot of effort or attention, something not too dense. But does this necessarily lack intellectualism, taste or a pedagogical component? I don’t see it this way. We tend to look at things too seriously. If you think you could include everything from the dawn of time to now in a television serial, you’re full of yourself! You think yourself so elegant, so good, but nobody watches. This is just bullshit!
The following years saw a change in direction and the emergence of several new genres. The dominant genre was undoubtedly costume drama: in which characters are dressed in pre-modern costumes and tell stories that purportedly occurred in pre-1911 China. Although historical drama was produced as early as the 1980s, in keeping with the need for educational propaganda, the costume drama rapidly gained momentum after 1993. In this year a Hong Kong-produced drama *Tales About Qian Long* (*Xishuo qianlong*: Hong Kong, 1991) was broadcast. This serial depicted Emperor Qianlong’s encounters with several beautiful courtesans during his “undercover” royal visits to South China. In the eyes of historians it was scandalous, a perverse distortion of history. However, its enormous popularity indicated to Mainland drama producers that there was a market in the Chinese past. In 1996, another costume drama followed, set in the same Qing Court of Qianlong. *Hunchback Liu, the Prime Minister* (*Zaixiang Liu Luoguo*), seized the popular imagination with tales of the valiant prime minister of the day cleverly fighting against court corruption. In 1998, *Princess Huanzhu* (*Huanzhu gege*), a co-production between Hunan TV (the provincial television station of Hunan Province) and Zhongjie Cultural Communication Co., a Taiwan-based talent agency, became the hit of the year. The story concerns the identities of a real and a fake princess. The fake princess named Huanzhu, played by Zhao Wei whose popularity soared following the broadcast, is a pretty, free-spirited girl with no formal education, and her clumsy encounters with the imperial family provide an unfailing source of entertainment for many viewers. The following years witnessed a steady stream of both costume and historical dramas. In 1999, historical dramas (all stories set in pre-1911 China) accounted for 10.7 percent of all productions. In 2000 this had risen to 21.6 percent; the following year it was 24.8 percent. In the broadcast schedules, historical dramas made up the largest proportion of content between 7.00 pm to 9.30 pm. Provincial and city stations, seemingly unrestrained by quota regulations, broadcast considerably more historical dramas than the national broadcaster, CCTV.

The pre-eminence of historical content on Chinese television can be attributed to several factors. First, official censors apply different standards to these dramas, in comparison with contemporary stories. As their narratives are ostensibly distanced from the modern history of the Chinese Communist Party, they are inclined to use comedy and satire to expose bureaucratic absurdities in the imperial government. Viewers are quick to see the resemblance between the realities of the twenty-first century and times past. Some historical dramas play on nationalism: connecting the grandeur and glory of ancient China to current-day fascinations with China’s emergence.
Importantly however, historical dramas are usually laced with conspiracies and power struggles, themes that hold strong appeal for a large segment of viewers. Historical dramas interweave the past with the present; in the process they create complex scenarios that produce multiple levels of identification. Their role in the innovation of Chinese television content should not be underestimated: they have absorbed and nurtured creative and critical talent. In this sense, it can be argued that they have acted as a buffer zone for Chinese television, a kind of an incubator of critical discourse.

The only development comparable to costume drama was a surge of interest in tales of corruption and crime. Since the late 1970s, the Chinese government has worked to build a legal system to meet the needs of reform. Television, by then the dominant media, became the means of promoting the powerful image of law enforcement institutions, together with promoting legal consciousness among the audience. Dramas about public security officers pursuing criminals began to appear in the 1980s. During the 1990s these stories took a back seat to historical dramas. After 2000, however, crime dramas rocketed. Some crime dramas blended detective elements with sentimental love stories in order to attract more female and young viewers. The writer Hai Yan was instrumental in creating this subgenre of crime drama. His work includes A Romantic Story (Yichang fenghua xueyue de shi, 1997), I’ll Never Close My Eyes (Yongbu mingmu, 2000), How Can I Save You, My Love (Na shenme zhengjiu ni, wode airen, 2003), Jade Buddha (Yu guanyin, 2003). Other crime dramas are more conventional detective stories. The theme of corruption was also linked to the surge of crime drama. In 1995, CCTV broadcast Heavens Above (Cangtian zaishang) during its prime-time evening slots. This drama was purportedly the first television drama about high-level official corruption to appear in China. The political imperative of fighting corruption provided the backdrop for huge audience appeal. The so-called “anti-corruption drama” genre established its credibility. Anti-corruption dramas and crime dramas forged ahead, arm in arm as it were, although the former never became an official category.

A penchant by producers to feature gory and violent crime scenes eventually forced the SARFT in 2004 to adopt a radical measure. It removed the entire crime drama genre from prime-time television. The ban aroused a great deal of criticism and resistance. Several months later, however, the SARFT adopted a more conciliatory approach, arguing that the ban was targeted at dramas that contained “violence, sex, gore and horror.” By this time, crime dramas were making a comeback, albeit disguised under different designations such as “suspense drama” and “anti-espionage drama.”
Aside from these two dominant drama genres, there are a number of other noteworthy developments. Since the late 1990s, dramas about everyday life have gained enormous followings. While small in number, these dramas are very influential. The most successful have been *Holding Hands* (*Qianshou*, 1999), *Garrulous Zhang Damin’s Happy Life* (*Pinzui Zhang Damin de xingfu shenghuo*, 2000), *Mirror* (*Kong jingzi*, 2002), *Elder Brother* (*Dage*, 2002) and *Love Tree* (*Qinqing shu*, 2003). Evoking a melodramatic turn, these are tales of ordinary people braving life’s vicissitudes. A dominant motif is that life is hard, but with love, patience and perseverance, there will be a better tomorrow.

In 2001, *Those Days of Passion* (*jiqing ranshao de suiyue*), a story about a retired army officer and his family life spanning more than three decades was a smash hit. This was quickly followed by several other popular dramas about army officers of the People’s Liberation Army: *Soldiers’ Secrets* (*Junren jimi*, 2004), *Brothers* (*Lishi de tiankong*, 2004) and *Draw Your Sword* (*Liang jian*, 2005). Of all the dramas on CCTV in 2005, *Draw Your Sword* was the most popular, with an average audience share of 10.3 percent. Compared with earlier conventional military-theme dramas, this subgenre strives for entertainment value, breaking away from conventional images and storylines about military heroes by combining spectacles of war with the hero’s personal life and interpersonal relationships.

Despite the persistent push of the government for more portrayal of rural life on Chinese television, drama producers and television stations (excepting CCTV) have generally avoided dramas in rural settings. These are considered ratings-killers. This presents an enduring problem for a government that regards television as a crucial means of reaching farmers, the majority of the Chinese population. Despite audience aversion to peasant stories, a series of rural drama serials attracted hundreds of millions of viewers across the nation between 2002 and 2006. The creative force was Zhao Benshan, a leading Chinese comedian who produced, directed, and acted in these dramas: *Liu Laogen* (2003) and *Ma Dashuai* (2004). Both of these had sequels. *Liu Laogen* is about a retired party secretary of a rural village who has started a tourism business that transforms the poverty-stricken but beautiful village into a money-spinning tourist spot. *Ma Dashuai* is about a former village head and his adventures in a city where his daughter, who escaped from an arranged marriage on the wedding day, works as a waitress at a hotel. The stories are ultimately about encounters between rural backwardness and urban modernity. By cleverly incorporating humour, narratives about farmers become acceptable to the urban market.
Regulatory Issues, Uncertain Development, and Internationalization

In the latter half of the 1990s and beyond, Chinese television drama production has been subjected to an increasingly intense control by the market and by the government. Intensified commercialization is driven by two related factors: first, private capital now dominates television drama production by accounting for 80 percent of the total annual investment in drama production nationwide; second, television stations primarily — if not entirely — depend on their drama programs for advertising revenue, which in turn accounts for about 90 percent of the total annual revenues for the stations. Therefore advertisers, television stations, production companies, and to some extent the SARFT share common ground in television drama commercialization.

The expanded role for the market by no means leads to a reduced regulatory power of the state. In fact, what we have witnessed in the last few years has been the reassertion of content control by a combination of legal and administrative means supplemented now and then by personal intervention from the top leadership. The current regulatory regimes are largely defined by the Broadcast Regulations (Guangbo dianshi guanli tiaoli), enacted in 1997, the Provisional Regulations on Television Drama Censorship (Dianshiju shencha zanxing guiding) of 1999, and the Television Drama Regulations (Dianshiju guanli guiding) of 2000.

The net effect of these regulations is that the state maximizes control over television drama production from the initial stage of conception to screening. Very briefly, a television drama script has to pass an initial proposal review by SARFT, be produced by a licensed television drama unit, pass the end-product censorship by SARFT or its local affiliated bureau, and receive a distribution licence. Licences to produce television drama have only in the past few years been granted to private companies. However, initial screening does not necessarily guarantee that a drama will continue — if it incurs the displeasure of the party leadership, it runs a real risk of being taken off the air or at least being subject to major revisions.

Since the mid-1990s, within the terms set by the state and the market, Chinese television drama has experienced strong growth and great transformations. Annual drama production steadily grew and genre dramas flourished. The following categorization of genres adopted by industry analysts provides evidence of how much Chinese television drama has diversified in this period. CSM, a CCTV audience research joint venture with the French company SOFRES, has identified three major categories of television dramas: pre-modern, modern, and the Republican era. Pre-modern dramas include “legendary tales,” “martial arts,” “historical events,” “law and justice,” and
“gods and ghosts.” Modern dramas encompass “urban life,” “crime,” “ordinary folks,” “reform,” “military revolutions,” “trendy drama,” “sitcoms and dramas in local dialects,” and “children’s drama.” Finally, in the category of Republican dramas there are “sentimental love drama,” “action drama” and “drama that reflects the vicissitude of the Republican period.”

These are useful industrial classifications that capture the evolution of drama since the mid-1990s. However, we are not endorsing or adopting any specific methodology of genre classification in this study; when individual contributors discuss genre dramas, they will establish rationales for naming such genres. Therefore, instead of dwelling on individual genres in this introduction, we highlight several major drama events of the past ten years. In addition, we have chosen to provide readers with a broad range of perspectives, including essays by scholars working on East Asian drama. For this reason, the contributions are concise and linked by thematic commonalities.

**Tradition, History, and Politics**

The chapters in this book are arranged into four sections. Part I looks at dramas that reflect ideology and continuity with the past. Ying Zhu’s chapter examines history retold in revisionist Qing drama. This genre has dominated dramatic programming in prime time since the mid-1990s. Zhu examines factors conducive to the rise of the revisionist Qing drama and the ideological positioning of such dramas. She argues that the revisionist Qing drama is informed by post-1989 Tiananmen Square intellectual debates concerning the current state and future direction of China’s march toward modernization and the ramifications of the march. Zhu uses the popular serial *Yongzheng Dynasty* (*Yongzheng wangchao*, 1999) as a case in point to illustrate how dynasty dramas have responded to the political and cultural ethos of the time.

Janice Hua Xu’s chapter looks at popular “big family” serial dramas, analysing their themes and cultural significance in the context of China’s modernization drive. Xu identifies several major lines of conflict in these dramas — between individual desire and family interest, between modernity and tradition, and between family life and national political turmoil. In these conflicts, the pursuit of romance and maintenance of family social status are often polarized and intertwined in the story development. Xu argues that such stories, situated in early twentieth-century China, actually address the concerns of contemporary viewers.

In the third chapter Ruoyun Bai examines a more contemporary canvas,
anti-corruption dramas (fanfu ju). Through a context-sensitive textual analysis of an anti-corruption drama, *Pure as Snow* (*Daxue wuhên*, 2001), she demonstrates how a traditional Chinese cultural icon, Judge Bao (a fearless judge who pits himself against politically powerful criminals), is reinvigorated in contemporary dramatization of corruption scandals to create an emotional moral community. The emotion of anger is the hallmark of this fictional community. By appropriating the ownership of this community, the Party (represented by upright Party cadres and officials in the drama) attempts to reconstitute its moral leadership. In the meantime, as anger of the upright challenges the status quo, the text of the anti-corruption drama is not without tension. This chapter draws attention to the complexity of Chinese political dramas that can be easily dismissed as too propagandistic to be interesting.

Li Zeng then describes a “transnational period” in the 1990s. Several dramas captured popular attention by featuring either Chinese in a foreign country or foreigners in China. This chapter examines the emergence of this particular television program and its unique way of representing cultural encounters and foreign images. Li Zeng argues that the genre is the outcome of the Chinese media’s adjustment to competition from the global television market, to the Chinese audience’s desire to know the world beyond the national territory, to a new sense of gender and sexuality, and to the state’s shifting ideology and concerns under the influence of globalization.

**Gender and Domestic Sphere**

In their pioneering 1978 book on television criticism, John Fiske and John Hartley refer to television as a medium for consensus-building. They argue that television communicates “a confirming, reinforcing version” of a national culture. This notion of television as a vehicle through which a culture’s collective values and concerns are reprocessed and reproduced through narrative depends on the centripetal force of a highly centralized national system of broadcasting bringing individuals together as “the” television audience. Echoing Raymond Williams’ important legacy in television studies, Fiske and Hartley argue that television has become one of the central institutions of modern society — not only due to commercial monopoly or government control, but also because television has responded to a cultural need for a common center. In Williams’ terms, television was a medium that brokered and maintained “structures of feelings.” Its portrayal of social reality showed how aesthetic standards were influenced by political realities as well as by the mores, values, and rituals of everyday life.
The explosion in channel capacity, however, has effectively decentralized the experience of television. Particularly in the mature media markets of the West, cable channel economics are frequently predicated upon social fractions and audience fragmentations. Entire channels can be organized around appeals to particular demographic groups, taste cultures, or other sub-audiences constructed around religion, ethnicity, or language groups. VCR and DVD players further inhibit the centripetal pull of television by separating the moment of broadcast from the moment of reception. In this new technological environment, TV drama presents a multiplicity of meanings, responding to real social events and shifts in cultural attitudes and values. Television drama in China functions as a “cultural forum,” to adopt Newcomb and Hirsch’s term, for millions of Chinese viewers to make sense of the rapid evolving culture. As Newcomb and Hirsch put it, “contemporary cultures examine themselves through their arts”: television drama in contemporary China provides a space for the society to engage in cultural debates about its citizens’ most prevalent concerns and deepest dilemmas.

The essays in Part II examine clashes of values in Chinese society. Shuyu Kong examines prime-time series that deal with love and marriage in the contemporary urban middle class family. She argues that family life and sexual relationships represented in these family dramas usually adopt narratives of mid-life crisis, extramarital affairs and marriage break-ups, and mirror a reality of moral collapse and unstable human relationships in a rapidly changing and morally ambivalent Chinese society. The chapter illustrates how gender relations and women’s issues are expressed in popular culture via such family dramas. Wanning Sun’s chapter gives us a different image of contemporary reality. She is concerned with public representations of private lives as they unfold in the urban family. Using the maid — a ubiquitous yet “invisible” figure in many television dramas — as a point of entry to modern family life in the city, Sun argues that, although peripheral in most narratives of urban life, the figure of the maid offers important clues to unravelling the dark side of the modern city in China.

Following this theme of gender, Ya-chien Huang looks at “pink dramas,” a new subgenre reflecting the social empowerment of single women in modern Confucian societies. Huang explores elements of post-feminist irony in perplexing modern relationships, representations of the changing politics of femininity, as well as tensions between modern and traditional gender values faced by young single women. One style of pink drama in China and Taiwan closely follows the Sex and the City format (Home Box Office), portraying the friendships and relationships experienced by four single young female professionals. These programs are Falling in Love (Haoxiang haoxiang tan lian’ai)
Ying Zhu, Michael Keane, and Ruoyun Bai

(Beijing, 2003), *Mature Women’s Diary* (Shunü riji) (Taipei, 2003), and *Pink Ladies* (Fenhong niulang) (Shanghai, 2003; Taipei, 2002). The discussion also follows the reception of *Sex and the City* in China and Taiwan.

Overall, textual analysis of a particular drama or a group of dramas in this section points to the density and complexity of contemporary Chinese television drama in its active engagement with pressing cultural and political issues. The dramas covered in this section are by no means a comprehensive collection, but the examples used offer glimpses of the significant role Chinese TV drama assumes in social and cultural debates in contemporary China.

**Production, Reception, and Distribution**

Part III examines how international genres and styles have exerted influence on the production of local content and export markets; the essays in this section also investigate how audiences have chosen to consume TV drama. Di Miao looks at the development of the Chinese sitcom from the highly satirical *Stories from an Editorial Office* (Bianjibu de gushi, 1992) in the early 1990s. Miao looks closely at two sitcoms, *I Love my Family* (Wo ai wo jia, 1993) and *Chinese Restaurant* (Zhongguo canguan, 1998) produced by Ying Da, who came into contact with the sitcom format while studying in the United States during the early 1990s. Miao argues that low-cost situation comedies have potential to be prime-time programs yet regulatory restrictions and quality issues associated with low budgets have prevented the sitcom from gaining a prime-time slot.

Rong Cai’s chapter poses the timely question of what happens when TV dramas are consumed on DVD, tackling both the ideological and commercial significance of the DVD market of TV drama for contemporary society. Her chapter focuses on the DVD market for TV drama in China since the mid-1990s from the perspective of political economy. While TV drama remains the most popular item in contemporary Chinese television programming, another well-spread venue of its consumption is the multimedia market. According to official estimates, sales of VCDs and DVDs of TV drama generated approximately RMB 2.7 billion (US$346.2 million) annually in recent years, not including those of pirated versions estimated at ten times the volume of legal sales. Cai’s chapter canvasses issues relating to state regulations and censorship, and in particular how these impact upon publication of multimedia versions of TV drama. She also addresses TV drama in VCD and DVD formats as commercial ventures, including DVD sales of domestically produced TV drama versus imported drama.
Apart from well-made classic tales, what has stopped Chinese drama from achieving international success? This important question needs to be considered in the context of what is now being termed China’s “cultural trade deficit.” Since 1996, China’s copyright imports have increased 57 percent annually, while cultural exports have struggled to make their mark even in culturally proximate regions such as Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore. China’s television dramas are illustrative of this trade deficit, a point taken up by Michael Keane, who argues that the deficit in terms of trade in television drama rights is symptomatic of a larger problem: how to produce “good content.” China’s domestic market is both large and fragmented, and this had led to an over-reliance on a supply model of production, in which cultural producers seek to replicate genres and formats rather than target lucrative export markets with imaginative content. Prior to China’s accession to the World Trade Organization in 2001, critics of cultural globalization joined with cultural nationalist voices to express concerns about an impending “cultural invasion,” arguing that market opening would seriously weaken China’s audio-visual industries. While openness to “foreign” content is more of a concern in cinema than in television, nevertheless this watershed event helped to focus attention on deficiencies in television market structure and the lack of outward sales of television content.

The final chapter in this section looks at how nostalgia for the revolutionary past functions to provide ideas for the contemporary TV drama market. The term Red Classics (hong se jing dian) has appeared with regularity in Chinese media. These “classics” were created in the modern era, a conscious endeavor by the Chinese State to promote a revolutionary culture which would mold the socialist subject. Gong Qian’s chapter looks at this re-versioning of socialist history — from film, literature, and operatic traditions to television drama. Invariably, the austere socialist role model characters receive a makeover in order to appeal to a new generation raised on a diet of popular television, and more recently reality shows. Villains and tyrants likewise appear more human. Well-known stories receive injections of new life and more modern fashionable settings, in the process drawing criticism from traditionalists and those who “lived” the past.

Co-productions and Pan-Asian Markets

Television drama worldwide has shown a propensity to move within and across national boundaries, a process of cultural exchange made even more profitable during the past decade by globalization, technology, market
liberalization, normalization of trade in culture, and commonalities of tradition. Part IV turns to the East Asian marketplace and its relationship to the future of Mainland Chinese TV drama. In a discussion of Taiwan’s terms of TV drama trade with China, Yi-Hsiang Chen examines the background to the Taiwanese TV drama industry, including historical and cultural perspectives, political and policy concerns, and economic inducements. She discusses changes in audience tastes and the search for new markets, illustrated by profitable dramas that have utilized linguistic and cultural affinities. The chapter also looks at recent co-productions in China and the interaction among TV professionals from related audio-visual industries.

In Chapter 13, Dong-Hoo Lee examines the very important topic of South Korean drama and its rapid penetration into regional markets. Since the late 1990s, Korean popular culture has established a presence in Mainland China, Hong Kong SAR, Taiwan, Vietnam, and Japan. Korean television dramas have been at the forefront of the so-called Korean Wave, or hanliu, which has diversified the media and cultural landscape in Asia, in turn challenging the unilateral, top-down flow of globalization.

The somewhat unexpected popularity of Korean TV drama in Asian countries in recent years has impelled producers to re-examine the kinds of appeal that their cultural products have for transnational audiences. The Korean Wave also allowed them to reflect on the “transnational cultural identity” of their cultural products. Lee examines the impact of the Korean Wave on Korean domestic drama productions, and how Korean producers have responded to the popularity of Korean culture in China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. The kinds of efforts which the Korean producers have made to meet both their local and international audiences are also discussed.

The final chapter looks at a different kind of co-production, which Carol Chow and Eric Ma call “trans-border production.” The border between the Mainland and the “special administrative region” (SAR) of Hong Kong is less rigid than before 1997. However, Hong Kong has been outsourcing its production in more cost-efficient locations. Chow and Ma examine how, when, and why Hong Kong producers have moved their TV drama production to the Mainland, and discuss the impact of the “trans-border production” on the rescaling of Hong Kong, particularly TVB’s output. They also look at the mutual exchanges of knowledge and creative ideas that have serendipitously taken place in the process of co-producing drama.

All the essays in this volume reinforce the impression that a high level of uncertainty exists in the production of television drama. Of course, some might say nothing is ever certain in China. The consumers of television are given more choices. Is television drama therefore losing its appeal to younger
audiences? Will genres splinter and target niches, as has been the case internationally to varying degrees? Will Chinese television drama embrace the challenges of the multi-platform media era and the fragmenting mediascape of abundance? Can Chinese drama seek out international markets? In the discussions that follow, we hope to offer a better understanding of the future of Chinese television drama, first by examining its past and then by observing its present. We cover a great deal of territory, and in doing so hope to set out an agenda for further research in this important topic.
Introduction


9. Ying Zhu’s *Television in Post-Reform China: Serial Dramas, Confucian Leadership, and Global Television Market* (London: Routledge, 2008) explores the political, economic, and cultural forces, locally and globally, which have shaped the evolution of Chinese prime-time television dramas, and the way that these dramas have actively been engaged in the major intellectual and policy debates concerning the path, steps, and speed of China’s economic and political modernization during the post-Deng Xiaoping era. The book also provides cross-cultural comparisons that parallel the textual and institutional strategies of transnational Chinese-language TV dramas with dramas from the three leading centers of transnational television production, the US, Brazil and Mexico in Latin America, and the Korean-led East Asia region.


12. In 1982, CCTV broadcast a total of 220 episodes of television drama: 14 percent of these focused on rural life, 8 percent portrayed the work style of CCP cadres, 31 percent concerned topics such as young workers, love, marriage, and criticism of society, while 16 percent were about children’s


17. See Feng Yingbing, “Li Ruihuan deng lingdao tongzhi yu Kewang juzu tan fanrong wenyi zhi lu” (Li Ruihuan and other leaders talk with the production team of Kewang about the road for the flourishing of literature and art), Renmin Ribao (People’s Daily), overseas edition, January 9, 1991, p. 1.


20. The following survey of the dominant Chinese drama genres is taken from Ruoyun Bai’s dissertation, Anticorruption Television Drama: Between Propaganda and Popular Culture in Globalizing China (2007).


23. Yuanyuan Luo, “Draw your sword drew the highest ratings of all CCTV television dramas” (Yangshi daxi shoushilü Liangjian duokui), Huashang bao (Chinese Business News), December 9, 2005.


Notes to pp. 15–26

29. See, for example, Michael Keane, “Facing off on the final frontier: China, the WTO and national sovereignty,” *Media International Australia* (2002) 105: 130–146.

Chapter 1  *Yongzheng Dynasty* and Authoritarian Nostalgia

1. Dramas with an anti-corruption theme set in contemporary times appeared in the early 2000s, with endorsement from the CCP leadership. For detailed discussion, see Chapter 3 in this volume.
2. The book is adapted from Eryue He’s 1998 novel, *Yongzheng Dynasty*.
5. Ibid., pp. 16–17.
7. Ibid., p. 93. He Xin attended the conference.
8. His view on late Qing’s Kang-Liang Reformation was endorsed in another drama series, *Marching towards the Republic* (*Zouxiang gonghe*, 2003).
10. Wang Hui is now a political science professor at Tsinghua University.
12. Wang’s own work draws on a wide range of Western thinkers, from the French historian Fernand Braudel to the globalization theorist Immanuel Wallerstein.
15. It is the bill that both foreign investors in China and Chinese businessmen had been lobbying for. The bill was eventually passed in March, 2007 at the National People’s Congress, the annual two-week gathering of the Communist Party–controlled legislative body.
Notes to pp. 27–35  221


17. Intellectuals advising the state have been part of an old Chinese tradition.

18. See Pankaj Mishra, “China’s new leftist.”


21. His alliance with the government earned him the lasting enmity of the Chinese intellectual circle. Hu’s desire to disassociate herself with He is understandable.


Chapter 2  Family Saga Serial Dramas and Reinterpretation of Cultural Traditions


8. Guo played a significant role in the birth of Chinese New Wave films as the Art Supervisor of Guangxi Film Studio in the early 1980s. He encouraged new film school graduates like Zhang Yimou and Zhang Junzhao to explore
new filmmaking methods and guided their “youth production team,” facilitating the creation of a groundbreaking work of the fifth generation, *One and Eight*. It is no coincidence that *Grand Mansion Gate* managed to gather many Chinese film celebrities to play supporting roles, among them, Zhang Yimou, Chen Kaige, Tian Zhuangzhuang, and He Qun.

9. The focus of this school was romance and urban life. These writers were widely denigrated as commercial and ideologically backward during an age when literature in China was dominated by the leftist politics and European aesthetics of the New Culture Movement in the 1920s. Writers of the “Mandarin Duck and Butterfly” never accepted the belittling label themselves.


13. Other serial dramas with Chinese entrepreneurs as heroes include: *The Big Dye-House* (*Da ranfang*), a rags-to-riches story about the dyeing industry in Shandong Province in the Republican era; *White Silver Valley* (*Bai yin gu*), which depicts the Shanxi banking industry in the late Qing dynasty; *Top Restaurant under Heaven* (*Tianxia diyi lou*), about the history of Quanjude Restaurant, which is famous for its Beijing Roast Duck; and *Shattered Jade* (*Yu sui*), about an antique dealer during the Japanese expansion in China in the 1930s.


17. The Boxers were a late nineteenth-century Chinese secret society rebelling against foreign influence in China during the final years of the Qing dynasty. In June 1900, thousands of Boxers occupied Beijing and besieged the foreigners and the Chinese Christians there. Hundreds died in the chaos. The siege was lifted in August by an international force of about 20,000 troops, consisting mainly of British, French, Russian, American, German, and Japanese, which occupied Beijing and ended the uprising. See Jonathan Spence, *The Search for Modern China* (New York: W.W. Norton and Co. 1990), pp. 231–235.
18. An article in *Beijing Youth Daily* on May 19, 2001 called *Grand Mansion Gate* “a museum of schemes,” attributing the high ratings partly to the variety of tactics and schemes demonstrated in the show. The article also warned of “the dangerous tendency” of admiring and beautifying these schemes through the creation of the drama. See Yu Jia’Ao, “Yifenwei’er kan Dazhaimen” (Divide one to two to look at *Grand Mansion Gate*). Available: http://www.people.com.cn/GB/wenyu/64/130/20010519/468831.html [accessed June 16, 2006].


Chapter 3 “Clean Officials,” Emotional Moral Community, and Anti-corruption Television Dramas


6. Quoted in Hayden, p. 18.
8. Ibid.
11. In imperial China, an official of the seventh grade was among the lowest levels of bureaucracy.
14. Episode 12, *Pure as Snow*.

**Chapter 4 Global Imaginary, Local Desire: Chinese Transnational Serial Drama in the 1990s**

1. This serial was adapted from Cao Guilin’s 1991 novel of the same name, which was published in the *Beijing Evening News* (Beijing wanbao) in October 1991. The English translation, *Beijinger in New York*, was published in 1994 (San Francisco: Cypress).
2. The popularity of this kind of television serial continues into the twenty-first century. *Farewell, Vancouver* (*Biele, wengehua*, 2004), *New York Beauty* (*Niuyue liren*, 2004), and *Dangerous Journey* (*Tou du*, 2003) are examples. My focus is the serials in the 1990s; thus only those produced in that period are included in this chapter.
3. Basically, the global corporate ideology refers to belief in free trade, no
unnecessary government intervention and regulation, and privatization. For
a detailed discussion of global corporate ideology, see Edward S. Herman and
Robert McChesney, “The rise of the global media,” in Lisa Parks and Shanti

4. For this approach, see Armand Mattelart, Multinational Corporations and the
Control of Culture (Brighton: Harvest Press, 1979); Herbert I. Schiller,
“Transnational media and national development,” in K. Nordenstreng and
H. I. Schiller (eds.), National Sovereignty and International Communication
(Westport, CN: Ablex, 1979); Rohan Samarajiwa, “Third-World entry to
the world market in news: Problems and possible solutions,” Media, Culture

5. Her empirical work suggests that the notion of exposure to an imperialist
text producing an immediate ideological effect is naïve and improper, and
that our understanding of global media should take into consideration of
the critical sophistication of the ordinary viewer/reader. She highlights room
for negation and possibility of local resistance.


7. Geremie Barné, In the Red: On Contemporary Chinese Culture (New York:

8. See James Lull, China Turned On: Television, Reform, and Resistance (London:

9. Lydia H. Liu, What’s Happened to Ideology? Transnationalism, Postsocialism,
and the Study of Global Media Culture (Durham, NC: Asian/Pacific Studies

10. Arjun Appadurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), p. 35.


dewoskin.html [accessed October 10, 2005].

13. Sheldon H. Lu, China, Transnational Visuality, Global Postmodernity (Stanford,

14. For a discussion of gender representation in this television serial, see Zhong
Yong, “Duokui Wang Qiming shi zai Niu Yue” (Luckily Wang Qiming is

6–18.

16. Elisabeth Croll, Changing Identities of Chinese Women: Rhetoric, Experience
and Self-perception in Twentieth-century China (Hong Kong: Hong Kong

17. I am not offering any judgment on socialist discourse of gender and the new
reconceptualization of femininity. Although I hold the same opinion as
many feminist critics that socialist ideology of gender masculinizes women
by depriving them of choices, I do not completely negate the role of socialist ideology in enhancing women’s awareness of equality. Similarly, although I emphasize the agency of women in constructing their body identity, I do not embrace the new femininity without restraint. In this chapter, I am mainly describing the new phenomenon of women’s increasing awareness of their body and physical appearance.


23. For more details on the production of Beijingers in New York, see Lu, China, Transnational Visuality, Global Postmodernity, pp. 222–223.

24. Barmé, In the Red. Particularly, see Chapter 10, “To screw foreigners is patriotic.”


29. Critique of nationalism and embrace of the separation between identity and territory has been one of the most addressed issues in cultural studies, particularly in diaspora study. For a recent discussion, see Ien Ang, *On Not Speaking Chinese: Living Between Asia and the West* (London: Routledge, 2001).


Chapter 5  Family Matters: Reconstructing the Family on the Chinese Television Screen

1. BTAC’s production of *Yearning* serves as a good example of how Chinese scriptwriters and directors, in the early stages of making family dramas, searched for the keys to success from imported TV soaps, including Latin American telenovelas, and East Asian family dramas. See Jianying Zha, *China Pop: How Soap Operas, Tabloids, and Bestsellers Are Transforming a Culture* (New York: The New Press, 1995), pp. 35–38.


3. The genre classifications of Chinese TV drama are still unstable and controversial, with different critics and industry analysts offering quite different categorizations. While I follow the major categories identified in *China TV Drama Market Report 2003–04*, an authoritative industrial report by CSM, a joint venture of CCTV’s audience research department with the French company SOFRES, I do have certain reservations and have modified some of the categories in my own list here. For example, there is considerable overlap between CSM’s two categories of Urban Life and Common Folk, and other important trends, such as family values drama, can obviously cut across both those categories. I have therefore modified the overbroad subgenre of Urban Life to Urban Romances, as many of the examples deal with love and marriage issues. I also treat Common Folk drama and Family Values drama together since they are similar in style and content.

4. *Zhongguo dianshiju shichang baogao 2003–04* (Beijing: Huaxia chubanshe,
Broadcast ratings (bochu bizhong) means the percentage of each subgenre as a proportion of all TV dramas broadcast each year; reception ratings (shoushi bizhong) means the proportion of viewers watching each subgenre. Statistics on the market share of family dramas support this observation. In 2002, the market share of Ordinary Folk and Urban Life dramas was 12.5 percent and 11.6 percent respectively, ranking 2 and 3, just after Crime drama. See Zhongguo dianshiju shichang baogao 2003–04, p. 52.

5. Yin Hong, “Zhongguo dianshiju yishu chuantong” (The artistic tradition of Chinese television drama), in Qu Chunjing and Zhu Ying (eds.), Zhongmei dianshiju bijiao yanjiu (Comparative research on television drama in China and America) (Shanghai: Sanlian chubanshe, 2004).

6. Much research has been done on the changes and crises facing urban families in contemporary China, and my description is based on both literary works devoted to this subject, as well as academic research such as Ding Wen and Xu Tailing’s Dangdai zhongguo jiating jubian (The great change in the contemporary Chinese family) (Jinan: Shandong daxue chubanshe, 2001). Various other statistics and surveys also support this general picture of “family crisis.” According to statistics from the Ministry of Civil Affairs, the divorce rate more than doubled from 1985 to 1995, and by 2005, the rate had more than tripled, to 1.37 divorces per 1,000 people. In 2005 alone, 1.79 million couples divorced. See Wu Zhong, “Divorce, Chinese style,” Asia Times online, July 18, 2007, available: http://www.atimes.com/atimes/China/IG18Ad01.html.

7. In China, TV drama has built up a close relationship with literature both in terms of sharing creative resources and in its narrative tradition. Since the Chinese TV industry is a relatively new media industry and its exponential growth has led to a serious shortage of competent screenwriters, the potential for lucrative rewards and mass media exposure has attracted serious literary writers to venture into the film and TV industry in the 1990s. Many of them have subsequently become successful TV drama scriptwriters and even producers. On top of this, the scarcity of good scripts has also led to a trend of adapting literary works, especially bestsellers, into TV dramas. See Shuyu Kong’s discussion of “Television/film literature” in Consuming Literature: Bestsellers and the Commercialization of Literary Production in Contemporary China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005), pp. 172–176.

8. For the promotion of urban romances by Chunfeng Publishing House, see Chapter 4 in Shuyu Kong, Consuming Literature.

9. For example, in 2000, Chi Li, a popular writer who is famous for depicting romantic and family relationships set in the local surroundings of Wuhan City, wrote the screenplay for the TV serial Lipstick (Kouhong) on commission after her novel Coming and Going was successfully adapted for television in 1999. Similarly, Wan Fang, a Beijing writer, has frequently shifted between literary writing and screenwriting. The TV drama, Mirror, was adapted by
herself based on her novel of the same title. She also wrote the screenplay for another series, *Empty House*, specially for television.

10. Besides the high broadcast and reception ratings reported in the industry survey in *China TV Drama Market Report 2003–04*, cited in n. 4, the reception ratings of TV dramas such as *Elder Sister, Mother-in-Law* and *Romantic Affairs*, which were all broadcast in prime time on CCTV Channel One, have all been very high, respectively 8.54%, 8.37% and 7.35%.

11. For example, *Yearning* juxtaposed the lives of a poor working family with a rich intellectual family, obviously aiming to appeal to a broad range of viewers from different social classes.


13. The recent official discourse of building a “harmonious society” explicitly articulated by the Hu Jintao regime can, however, be traced as far back as the Deng Xiaoping era with its discourse of “social stability.” In fact, for a long while, the state has admitted that China’s economic reforms have led to social stratification, and has therefore encouraged cultural producers to make sense of this issue “correctly.” Despite the potential criticism represented by the existence of urban poor such as Zhang Damin depicted in many TV dramas and fictional works about urban ordinary folk, the cultural officials consciously supervise and “guide” these kinds of works instead of simply banning or disregarding them completely. This “invisible guiding hand” works increasingly through regulatory and administrative means as well as through self-censorship and “social obligations” of creative personnel, and thus creates a kind of self-correcting mechanism through which socialist spiritual civilization is “voluntarily” built. I find the exchange between the creative personnel of this drama and its viewers to be particularly revealing in understanding the coalition between artists and the state in constructing a harmonious society. See “Interview with the *Happy Life* Crew,” from *People’s Daily* online edition, available: http://www.people.com.cn/wsrmlt/jbfft/2000/juzu.html. For an overview of the new methods of propaganda control in the media and television industries in contemporary China, see Eric Kit-wai Ma, “Rethinking media studies: The case of China,” in James Curran and Myung-jin Park (eds.), *De-westernizing Media Studies* (London; New York: Routledge, 2000), pp. 21–34, and Yuezhi Zhao, “The state, the market and media control in China,” in Pradip Thomas and Zahiram Nain (eds.), *Who Owns the Media: Global Trends and Local Resistance* (London; New York: Zed Books, 2004), pp. 179–212.

14. In April of 2004, the State Administration of Radio, Film and Television issued a special notice on regulating the adaptation of Red Classics, and then another notice on tightening the approval for broadcasting Crime Dramas, especially during prime-time. Recently, the government has often used such “industrial regulation” to “guide” cultural production.
15. As early as *Yearning*, cultural officials, the state-controlled mass media and state-sponsored artists had come out in force to extol the serial as representing a positive model of social relationships. They reinterpreted the family melodrama as a work of pure socialist morality. See a collection of media coverage and reader’s response on *Yearning*, Yang Wenyong and Xie Yuzhang (eds.), *Kewang chongjibo* (The shock waves of *Yearning*) (Beijing: Guangming ribao chubanshe, 1991).

16. Because of its political importance, BTAC spent over a year producing *Year after Year*. One of the directors, Li Xiaolong, recalled that before the actual shooting started, the creative team spent a long time discussing how to insert the social and political messages into its plot while still retaining its “ordinary family” appeal. The solution was to produce “a chronicle of ordinary people, instead of a chronicle of political events.” See Li Xiaolong, “Biaoxian lao baixing shenghuo de bianqian: ‘Yinian you yinian’ daoyan tan” (Representing the changes in ordinary people’s lives: Director’s notes on *Year after Year*), *Dianying yishu*, 2000 (01): 81–83.


Chapter 6 Maids in the Televisual City: Competing Tales of Post-Socialist Modernity

1. The *hukou* system (household or residential registration), since its introduction in the 1950s, has effectively differentiated the Chinese population along urban–rural lines and regional differences. Reforms in the *hukou* system in recent decades have made it easier for rural residents to enter the cities in search of work. However, they have by no means eliminated the discrimination against rural population. The large number of migrant domestic workers in the Chinese cities is closely related to the urban–rural gap and the continued salience of *hukou* that perpetuates that gap. The *hukou* system and its discriminatory impact are crucial to understanding the work and life of domestic workers. Rural *hukou* excludes rural migrants from claiming an entire range of urban entitlements, including education, housing subsidies, job opportunities, and medical care, thus effectively turning rural migrants into the city’s second-class citizens. There is a growing body of literature on *hukou* system and its impact on rural migrants. See, for instance, Fei-ling Wang, *Organizing Through Division and Exclusion: China’s Hukou System* (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2005); Dorothy Solinger, *Contesting Citizenship in Urban China: Peasant Migration, the State, and the Logic of the Market* (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1999), and Aihwa Ong, *Flexible Citizenship: The Cultural Logics of Transnationality* (Durham: Duke University Press, 1999).


4. Personal communication with Dr Li Tianguo, senior research fellow of the Institute for Labor, Ministry of Labor and Social Security, China, February 2004.


6. This figure is provided by Li Dajing, the deputy director of Beijing Domestic Service Association. See Gao Youxin and Wu Wenjie, “Jiazheng fuwu zhiyehua zhi lu haiyou duo yuan” (How far is the road to the professionalisation of domestic work?), Jingji Ribao (Economic Daily), May, 2, 2005, p. A11.

7. At the time of writing, one US dollar was equivalent to approximately eight yuan.


Chapter 7 Pink Dramas: Reconciling Consumer Modernity and Confucian Womanhood

1. Translation by author.
7. The term “pink collar” was first used by Kapp Howe in his book, Pink Collar Workers (1978). Contrary to how the term is used in the Chinese context, in the Western literatures, “pink collar” is often linked to women with lower education or single mothers who take on secondary jobs such as administrative, caring and lower educational positions.
8. Yin Hong, “Meaning, production, consumption: The history and reality of television drama in China,” in Stephanie Hemelryk Donald, Michael Keane,


17. Ibid.


20. Broadcast in 2003, a Taiwanese series titled *Mature Women’s Diary* (*Shounü yuwang riji*), and a Hong Kong series, *Male and Female Dictionary* (*Nannü zidian*), were highly advertised in the media as “local versions of *Sex and the City*.” There was also another Hong Kong series titled *Women on the Run* broadcast on pay television in 2005.


24. Canyin Luo, “Competing discourses on gender model: Discourse analysis


Chapter 8 A Brief History of Chinese Situation Comedies


4. This figure was mentioned by Wang Xiaojing, general manager of the Ying Co. See 21st Century Economic Herald, September 28, 2003.


8. The statistics and information cited above were not publicly reported; they were obtained from the author’s personal contacts with production team members, such as Ying Da, Liang Zuo, Xiao Feng (chief of the literature department of The Ying Co.), and Fu Si (chief of the Economic Television Program Center of CCTV).

9. “Ying Da: dianshi gaibian le 300 nian xinshang xiju de fangshi” (Television changes the 300-Year Tradition of Comedy), Nanfang zhoumo (Southern Weekends), December 19, 2002.

10. See Beijing qingnian bao (Beijing Youth Daily), November 5, 2002.

11. Personal interview with Xiao Feng, chief of the literature department of The Ying Co., a creator of the show.

12. Jianghu refers to an imaginary world in novels, films and dramas about knights errant. Inhabited by martial arts masters, this world is characterized by a blurred boundary between the good and the evil, and is governed by its own distinct set of rules.

13. See relevant reports in Zhongguo guangbo ying shi (Chinese Radio, Film and Television) in the first half of April 2006.


15. See relevant reports in Zhongguo guangbo ying shi (Chinese Radio, Broadcast and Television) in the first half of April 2006.


Chapter 9 Carnivalesque Pleasure: The Audio-visual Market and the Consumption of Television Drama

1. By video in this chapter, I refer to video disks, not videotapes.

2. The WTO Secretariat’s 1998 Background Note on Audiovisual Services notes difficulty in determining exactly the boundary between “services classified under telecommunications and those classified under audiovisual services.” The document is accessible at http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/w40.doc.


15. Ibid., 156.
17. Video tapes were still used in some less developed areas in China.
20. It was reported that the award–winning American series Desperate Housewives did not fare well when it was debuted on CCTV–8 in December 2006. Critics reason that the reality in the series is too far removed from the lives of ordinary Chinese and that the dubbed series, with its convolute twists and turns and literary references, is too highbrow for the majority of Chinese TV viewers. See Raymond Zhou, “Why Desperate Wives flopped in China,” available: http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/english/doc/2005-12/31/content_508261.htm.
22. For an extensive study on piracy in China and Taiwan, see for example, Shuren Wang, Framing Piracy. But the statistics in Wang’s study were only current up to 2001.
27. “Yasuo DVD dong le shui de nailao, xianjin jishu he bu weimin fuwu” (Whose interest did the HDVD harm, why not use advanced technology to


29. “DVD yasuodie chongji yinxiangye, shiye jia faxingshang mimou duice” (Compressed DVD threatens audio-visual industry, eleven publishers strategize behind closed doors). See also “Yasuo DVD dong le shui de nailao, xianjin jishu he bu weimin fuwu” (Whose interest did the HDVD harm, why not use advanced technology to serve the people).


32. Ibid.


36. “DVD yasuodie xianfan banfei tixi, chubanshang jujue zuochu tuoxie” (Compressed DVD upsets copyright fees and publishers refuse to budge).
37. Ibid. See also Min Yunshi, “‘Boda’ de dizhi daoban zhi lu” (Boda’s anti-piracy strategy), in Wang Yongzhang (ed.) Zhonguo wenhua chanye dianxing anti-xuanbian (Chinese cultural industry: Typical cases) (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 2003), p. 120; “Shoujie Beijing yinxiangjie shiyue di juban chaodi jiawei zhanxia zhegan yinxiang zhipin” (The first audio-visual festival will sell legitimate audio-visual products at super low prices at the end of October), available: http://newmedia.gapp.gov.cn/EJurnal/Articlex.aspx?cateid=E14&artid=0000003341 [accessed February 15, 2006].

38. “Wanneng DVD youmeiyou hefahua tujing” (Is there a way to legitimize the super DVD?).


40. According to one estimate, market demand for VCD in 2000 was 800 million discs, but the supply was only 200 million, 600 million short. See Shuren Wang, Framing Piracy, p. 56. The cost of a pirated HDVD is about two yuan and it sells for about seven yuan on the market. For every piece sold, the profit is about five yuan. See “DVD yasuodie tunshi wu cheng zhengban shichang” (Compressed DVDs gobble up 50 percent of legitimate DVD market).


43. “DVD yasuodie xianfan banfei tixi, chubanshang jujue zuochu tuoxie” (Compressed DVD upsets copyright fees and publishers refuse to budge).

44. “DVD yasuodie tunshi wu cheng zhengban shichang” (Compressed DVDs gobble up 50 percent of legitimate DVD market).

45. “Zhengban HDVD nan zu daoban hengxing” (Legitimate HDVD cannot stop rampant piracy).


49. Pang mentions that economics was also a factor in movie piracy. It in fact plays a central role, as proven by the widespread phenomenon in Western countries where there is a different relationship between the film industry and the state, though in the West movie piracy in recent years takes the more hi-tech form of illegal downloading over the internet. High movie ticket price is a major reason for continual decline of box office in China. A ticket for the film, The Promise (Wuji, 2005) directed by Chen Kaige, cost
more than RMB 70 when it was shown in Beijing. Historically movie
ticket prices moved up 300 percent since 1989. It will take more than
ideological relaxation to lure Chinese moviegoers back to theaters. Even if
more foreign films are available, it is doubtful that people will choose theater
over cheap pirated copies given the high admission fee. See Lin Qi, “Bie
rang gao piaojia dangzhu guanzhong” (Don’t let high ticket price keep the
audience out of movie theaters), available: http://news.xinhuanet.com/
focus/2006-01/09/content_4028295.htm [accessed August 14, 2007].
50. “The Rules for the Administration of the Import and Broadcast of Foreign
Television Programs,” promulgated by the Ministry of Radio, Film, and
51. Bi Jiangyan and Li Hongling, “Zhongguo dianshiju shoushi shichang pandian,
development of China’s media industry, 2004–2005), pp. 273–274; Zhongguo
52. Yuan Fang, “Cong quan ma pao di dao jing geng xi zuo: Jinnian woguo
dianshi meiti bianhua saomiao ji zhanwang” (From territorialization to careful
cultivation: Development and trends in Chinese television industry in recent
years), in Zhongguo chuanmei chanye fazhan baogao, 2004–2005 (Report on
54. “Baogao xianshi: Neng zhuanqian de dianshiju buzu liangcheng” (Report
indicates that only twenty percent of TV drama are profitable), available:
html [accessed September 27, 2005]. According to the trade magazine Electronics
(Assian Sources) the 1997 sales of VCD players in China accounted for more
than 80 percent of the world’s total consumption: cited in Laikwan Pang,
Cultural Control and Globalization in Asia, p. 86.
55. Laikwan Pang, 102.
56. Paddy Scannell, “Radio times: The temporal arrangements of broadcasting
in the modern world,” in Philip Drummond and Richard Paterson (eds.),
57. Wang Lanzhu (ed.), Zhongguo dianshi shoushi nianjian, 2003 (Yearbook of
TV Reception in China: 2003) (Beijing: Beijing guangbo xueyuan, 2003),
p. 73. Of course, this is not unique to China. The major national news
networks in the United States, such as ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, and Fox,
are also where most Americans get news. The significant difference lies in
that these news media are not controlled by the US government.
58. The popularization of television in China has been spectacular since the late
1970s. By 2004 television transmission signals had reached 95.3 percent of
the population. See Sun Xianghui, Huang Wei, and Hu Zhengrong, “2004


Chapter 10 From National Preoccupation to Overseas Aspiration

1. In 2004, the total number of broadcast hours was 1,259,156; of this television drama occupied 5,599,022 hours (Basic Statistics on Radio and Television Programs, State Statistical Bureau 2005). The national audience of a hit drama can extend to 400 million people, particularly if broadcast on China Central Television (CCTV). See 2006 nian Zhongguo guangbo yingshi fazhan baogao (Blue book of China’s radio, film and television) (Beijing: CASS Publishing, 2006), p. 171.


5. Translation costs, such as subtitling and dubbing, are usually undertaken by the buyer. In China, dubbing is the dominant model for broadcast TV; this process has the advantage of screening out ideological differences. In Korea, however, dubbing is seldom allowed for imports. For a discussion of transborder video economics see Benjamin J. Bates, “The economics of transborder video,” in Anura Goonasekera and Paul S. N. Lee (eds.), TV Without Borders: Asia Speaks Out (Singapore: AMIC, 1998), pp. 224–258.


11. Indeed, these constraints also impact upon the sale of TV drama within national boundaries.

12. The number of TV stations in China varies according to sources. According to the most authoritative sources, the *Blue Books* series published by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, the number of stations that originate content is between 314 and 347; see *Blue Book of China’s Radio, Film and Television*, p. 171.


16. The literal translation of *shimin* is “resident of a city.”

17. While Wang Shuo is often celebrated as the inspiration for several popular TV dramas produced by the Beijing Television Arts Center, other contributors included Li Xiaoming and Feng Xiaogang.

18. My own Ph.D. research “Television, the market and the state development of culture in Urban China” (Griffith University, 1999) examined readings of *Beijingers in New York* by Mainland and Diaspora audiences.


20. Also known as *Outlaws of the Marsh*.


27. Satellite packages of Chinese channels including Hunan Satellite are purchased from TVB Jade (Hong Kong).


Chapter 11 A Trip Down Memory Lane: Remaking and Rereading the Red Classics


5. In 1993, for instance, the government initiated a series of large-scale events to commemorate the centenary birthday of Mao. The Pacific Video and Audio Publishing Company, seeing the opportunity to cash in on these events, came up with the idea to publish a cassette with thirty revolutionary songs sung by popular singers and with modern electronic accompaniment.
With a next-to-nothing production budget, six million copies of the cassette were sold. Many families, all by now equipped with hi-fi CD players, bought cassette players just to listen to this tape.

6. Vanke Film and Television Co. Ltd. was formerly Vanke Cultural Communication Co. Ltd. Established in 1992, the company specializes in film and television planning and production. It has branches in Beijing and Hong Kong. See http://mt.vanke.com/.


10. State Administration of Radio, Film and Television, Guanyu renzhen duidai “hongse jingdian” gaibian dianshiju youguan wenti tongzhi (A circular regarding some problems in adapting “Red Classics” into television drama), May 2004.


13. Some of the heroes and heroines in the original works were heavily revised over time to keep in line with the political and ideological requirement of the state. For more detailed discussions of the sublimation of the revolutionary hero, see Ban Wang, The Sublime Figure of History: Aesthetics and Politics in Twentieth Century-China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997).


15. For a detailed discussion of the strategies to popularize red songs, see Andrew Jones, Like a Knife: Ideology and Genre in Contemporary Chinese Popular Music (New York: Cornell University, 1992).


20. See Cheng Guangwei, “Ershi shiji liushi niandai de dianying yu wenhua shishang” (Film and cultural trends in the 1960s), *Journal of Xinyang Teachers’ College* (2002), January: 96–101. Cheng discusses various readings of the Red Classics films in the 1960s divergent from or against the dominant ideological operations. For example, anti-Japanese war films such as *The Tunnel War* (*Didaozhan*) and *The Mine War* (*Dileizhan*) did not attract children with its grand narrative of revolution, but through its depiction of the magic military tactics of the guerrilla war and farcical scenes where Japanese soldiers flee helter-skelter, which happens to cater to the juveniles’ need for playful games. Cheng’s observations should indicate the fact that film or television texts are open and offer a variety of interpretations to the audience.

21. To protect the identities of the participants, I use pseudonyms for the names of all interviewees quoted.


**Chapter 12 Looking for Taiwan’s Competitive Edge: The Production and Circulation of Taiwanese TV Drama**


4. Lai Tsung Pi, Vice President of Planning Department, Gala Television Corporation (GTV), Taipei, interviewed on April 21, 2006.


Chapter 13 From the Margins to the Middle Kingdom: Korean TV Drama’s Role in Linking Local and Transnational Production

1. The term was first coined by the Chinese mass media in 2001 in response to the rising popularity of Korean pop culture products and stars. See Suhyun Jang (ed.), *Junggukeun wae Hanliureul suyong hana* (Why China receives *hanliu*) (Seoul: Hakkojae, 2004). It has since been actively adopted by the Korean mass media to refer to their unexpected popularity throughout Asia.
6. Hanliu challenges the notion of unilateral globalization, cultural imperialism, and the dichotomy of Western dominance, and peripheral dependency in the international communication system. Studies on intra-East Asian cultural traffic have shown that Western dominance through cultural products and capital is not sufficient to explain the regionalization of TV program exchanges and the dynamic relationship between global convergence and local specificity. See Koichi Iwabuchi, Recentering Globalization: Popular Culture and Japanese Transnationalism (Durham: Duke University Press, 2002). See also Koichi Iwabuchi (ed.), Feeling Asian Modernities: Transnational Consumption of Japanese TV Dramas (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2004).
7. The introduction of new terrestrial and cable television channels in Korea in the 1990s resulted in an expanded market for foreign television programs, mostly from the United States. Total television program imports from foreign countries exceeded exports until 2001.
9. These do not include sitcoms and one-act dramas.
10. Yoon argues that the relationship between broadcasters and independent production companies is not equal; see Taejin Yoon, “Daejung munhwa ui saengsangujo” (Production structure of popular culture), Bangsong munhwa yeongu (Studies of Broadcasting Culture) (2005) 17 (2): 9–44.
12. O-Dae Kwon, a content producer in the Global Strategy Team at KBS, was interviewed on October 21, 2005.
20. Although it had been planned to be broadcast in two countries at the same time in May 2004 after its completion, its final editing was not completed until the scheduled airtime, and the Korean broadcaster could not delay its programming. While it was broadcast in Korea from May 10 to July 13, 2004, it was broadcast in China from June 23, 2004, one and a half months later.
23. It was released in China in 2005, but it was not released in Korea by 2007. It has been said that its revised version will be broadcast in 2008 in Korea.

Chapter 14 Rescaling the Local and the National: Trans-border Production of Hong Kong TV Dramas in Mainland China

1. For example, see Amos Owen Thomas, *Imagi-nations and Borderless Television: Media, Culture and Politics across Asia* (Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2005); Anura


3. Chik produced his first trans-border production, *Fight for Love (Tantanqing lianhanwu)* in 2001, but the scriptwriter is Pao Wai-chung instead of Chow.

4. For a discussion on the flexibility of the economy of space and signs, see Scott Lash and John Urry, *Economies of Signs and Space* (London: Sage, 1994).


8. Three kinds of trans-border productions are adopted by TVB: trans-border production entirely financed by TVB (e.g. *War and Beauty*); co-production by TVB and a Mainland media institution, in which TVB finances half of the total cost of production and contributes its production teams as well as actors and actresses (e.g. *Blade Heart*); and similar to the second type, but differing in that TVB contributes only the actors and actresses but not the production teams (e.g. *Twin of Brothers*, or *Da Tang Shuanglong Zhuai*). In this chapter, we focus on the first two options. The third option of providing TVB’s actresses and actors for Mainland productions is not relevant to our research question of the effects of trans-border productions on Hong Kong TV producers.


11. There is no official English name for this drama.

12. All trans-border productions needed to align with a Mainland broadcast station at that time.

13. Lau’s popular trans-border productions such as *Plain Love (Qingnong dadi, 1995), Plain Love II (Cha shi guxiang nong, 1999), Dark Tales I & II (Liaozhaizhiyi I & II, 1996, 1998), Journey to the West I & II (Xiyou Ji I & II, 1996, 1998), and Country Spirit (Jiu shi guxiang chun, 2001)* were shot in the Guangdong and Guangxi Provinces.


16. Ibid., for a discussion of CEPA’s impact on the TV industry in Hong Kong.

17. The title is expressed in Cantonese dialect instead of formal Chinese language.

18. Examples of successful productions produced by Chik and Chow include Criminal Investigator I & II (O’ji shilu, 1995, 1996), the epic drama serials Cold Blood Warm Heart (Tiandi nan’er, 1996), Secret of the Heart (Tiandi haoqing, 1998), and At the Threshold of an Era (Chuang shiji, 1999–2000).


22. This is similar to what Benedict Andersons contends about the effect of print journalism on the formation of national imagination in Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 1983).

23. Features and commentaries can be seen in Hong Kong elite papers such as the South China Morning Post and Ming Pao, and very popular Mainland weeklies such as the Southern Weekly (Nanfang zhoumo).
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